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2
I Introaduction

The OnchocerciasisControl Programme (OCP)Iin the Volta River basin area

has

been operationalin the savannaareas of seven West African countriessince 1975.
Its

has been to put an end to onchocerciasis

objective

and to prevent it
of an area

covering

Epidemiological
shown that
a flight

from being an obstacle

to settlement

some 700,000 km of relatively

studies

conducted

onchocerciasis

is most prevalent

regions

in rural

of public

and agricultural

well-watered

in the savanna

land

health

development
(WHO, 1976).

of the Programme area

areas;

and that

have

the blackfly

has

range of up to some 80 km per day, either side of the water courseswhere

the vector flies develop (Cooter,1983).
isolated
that

as a disease

The disease affects primarilysmall,

and remote communities,(Vajimeand Quillevere,1978). Studies show also

individuals

transmission

and communities

exhibit

different

living

under apparently

clinical

manifestations

similar

conditions

according

of

to the location

of

the village,its size, the density of populationand the pattern of housing,
agriculturalpracticesand occupationalactivities (Prostet al., 1983).
Efforts in controllingthe disease over the past ten years are now yielding
results,with over 90 per cent of the Programmearea under effectivecontrol (Samba,
1985). What this means is that the dreadful cycle of infectionhas been interrupted,
and lands

bordering

activities.

the river

However, winning

onchocerciasis

control.
of vaccine

development

of the region.

application

of medical

of socioeconomic

combination

of cultural,

are safe

one major battle

The challenge

application

issue

systems

against

for resettlement

does not mean the war is won with

now facing

the spread

OCP, unlike

of the disease,

While an epidemiological

technology
development

may be complex,
on the other

and farming

the development

and

is one of socioeconomic

model of a straightforward
yet it may not be in dispute.

hand depends

The

on a different

social,ecologicaland politicaldeterminantsspecificto a

particularregion, which in many cases have proved to be very costly.
In the presentAfrican economic and demographiccontext, for example, it is
imporitant
population

to understand

the direction,

movement in the region

significance,

as this

intensity

and motivation

is one of the major side effects

for

of the
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disease control programme (WHO, 1986). In addition,it is importantto know how
populationmovement in the region is affectingindigenousagriculture,which is the
main economic activity of the OCP region. Despite recent attentionby the
Socioeconomic

Development

Unit of OCP to clarify
taking

development

and the kind of agricultural

issues

about

populationmovement

in the region,

place

not much informationavailable. However, in 1985 the first

is still

there

major and detailed

evaluationproject on the socioeconomicdevelopmentand impact on the region was
carriedout for the Joint ProgrammeCommittee (JPC) of OCP in all
seven-member

countries.

The resulting

document has again

the initial

mentioned

the issue

of the

problem posed by populationmovement (JPC,1986).
Although

demographicdata for the region are inadequate,the impact study tends

to suggest that householdsize averages 7 persons,and that familieswith fewer
members (i.e., 7 persons or less) tend to migrate while larger families (e.i.,more
than 7 persons)tend to stay behind. The study also suggests that factors other than
onchocerciasisinfluencethe decision to migrate. It is also known through
epidemiological
behaviour,

studies

it tends

that

while

to correlate

onchocerciasis
positively

has no direct

effect

on fertility

with mortality.

Accordingto the impact study, agriculturalproduction,has also increasedwith
the increasingprotectiongiven to the region by means of the Control Programme
startedin 1974. For almost all the seven participatingcountriesfor which data are
available,animal husbandryhas been found to double
1974 as a base line.

Food crop production

30 percentage

points

above

socioeconomic

impact

study attributes

to natural

conditions

cultivation

has also increasedin output, being almost

the pre-onchocerciasis
increased
like

in the Programme Zone, using

abundant

control
output
pasture,

level.

The 1985

and expansion

in land under

watering-places,

relativelylow populationdensity of 2.8 per cent as against

and

over 3 per cent

found

in the West African region as a whole. The survey indeed demonstratesa modest
programmeimpact, but it concludes,however, that the net migrationgain for most of
the OCP areas was too high for the level of agriculturalproductionachieved so far.
The suggestionimplied is that there is the need to do further studies on the
influenceof migrationon economic activity in the region.
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The researchreportedhere is, therefore,an attempt to clarify some of the
migrationissues. In particular,emphasis is given to rural-ruraltype of migration,
2
since this has a lot of implicationsfor the region'sagriculture .

In effect since

previousresearch shows that the nature of the impact of onchocerciasiseradication
depends on the contextwithin which migrationis taking place and on the particular
dimensionof rural developmentprojects of interest, the factor of migrationis
treated here as an independentvariable. Organizationof the paper falls into six
sections,with Section I providingthe introduction. In Section II, the data source
and the methods of data collectionare descrived. Section III develops the
conceptualframeworkemployed for the analysis,while section IV providesa
descriptive

overview

results.

of the survey

Section

V employs

more analytical

tools

to study the effects of migrationon agriculturein the region. The last section
then providessome disecusionsand suggestionsfor policy options.

II. Sources of Data and Methods of Data collection

In planning
OCP areas

for a long-term

are conditioned

strategy,

by the problems

the measures
encountered

to be taken
in vector

in the various

control.

In an

effort, therefore,to provide continuityand for the purposes of comparison
communitiessampled by OCP during the 1985 socioeconomicimpact survey providedthe
samplingframe for the 1987 sociodemographicsurvey.
Yet the socioeconomicelements from the 1985 survey upon which the sampling
frame for this study was constructedcannot be a substitudefor a real socioeconomic
impact study of OCP. A real impact study programnm should have had its foundationin
the coming into being of OCP in 1974. Alternatively,an imperfectsubstitutewould
have been for the 1985 survey to carry out a statisticallysignificantand comparable
study betweena sample of former onchocerciasisvillages coveredby UCP activities
since

1974 on one hand and a sample of villages

of variables

(e.g.ethnic

which have never
Because

this

group,

been subjected

was not

type of farming,
to the ravages

done and since

(grouped

along

demographic
of onchocerciasis

the basis

of a minimum

characteristics,

etc)

on the other

hand.

this study was limited financially,our sampling
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frame could only be based on the frame provided by the 1985 survey.
As such questionsas to whether or not onchocerciasisaffects human fertilityor
whether

or not

it affects working

capacity

may not

be adequatelyaddressed by this

study.
Geographically,
area

defined

the current

as the West African

environment

capable

reinvasion)

and the future

geographical

specific
projects,

either

regional

industrial

exploit

launched

road systems,

water

into

Region,

the general

defined as the

(particularly

of the Programme is an integral

the development

while

own economy.

others

part

of the zones under
Some countries

have included

of the

the zones

OCP

have launched
in broader

or national.

Faso set up the Volta Valleys DevelopmentAuthority (AVV),a

and commercialbody with legal status

the natural

activities

results

falls

West Africa.

has approached

campaigns

In 1974, Burkina
public

This West African

to the dynamics of its

settlement

the 1985 survey,

the entomological

development

block commonly called

according

like

Region.

of influencing

Each member country
control

project

resources
relate

and financial

autonomy to

of the river valleys under control. Most of the
to resettlement

resources,

of migrants,

and the organization

agricultural

of the living

development,
environment

which

is mainly village housing facilities,health care network and adults literacy
centres. The AVV villagesare grouped into 10 blocks situatedalong the Red Volta
(one block), the White Volta (eight blocks)and the Bougouriba (one block).
The project on which data is reported here was a field interviewcarried out in
two AVV settlement
selected

areas

for the field

and two Non-AVV settlenent
survey

and these

areas.

In all,

12 villages

were made up of two Non-AVV villages

were
(Nokuy

and Barakuy)in the Mou-Hounand Kossi Provincesalong the upper reaches of the Black
Volta river; and ten AVV villages,five in Mogtedo (GanzourgouProvince)along the
Red Volta river; and the rest in Diebougou (BougouribaProvince)along the Bougouriba
rive, (see Figure 1). The original field interviewwas conductedbetween the months
of November and December 1987. The sample consists of 463 familiesmade up of a
total sampled populationof 3,905 people. Of this 475 were family heads (or
householdsheads) 919 women in the age group 15-49 years and with almost 46 per cent
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of the total sampled populationconstitutingdependantchildrenaged 0 to 14 years
and adults aged 65 or more years.

Procedure for sample selection
a) Criteria
In selectingBurkina Faso for this study, the followingfactorswere given pride
of place: (1) Burkina Faso has most of its land area (about 90 percent) in the OCP
zone; (2) Ouagadougou,the national capital is also the headquartersof the
OnchocerciasisControl Programmein West Africa; and (3) Burkina Faso above all, is
the only originalmember countrywith a plannedprogramne to resettle migrants in her
OCP zones.
E'rocedure
A complet list of communitiesalong the Black, White, Red and Bougouribariver
valleys was drawn up from previousOCP documents. Three strata were defined:the
first

comprising

and hypoendemic
Communities
exceeding
equal

of communities

in the epidemiological

were then regrouped
or equal

to 2 percent

(negative

classified

to 6 percent

into

into

areas

of hyperendemic,

mesoendemic,

sense

of onchocerciasis

infection.

whether

they have rates

of population

(high

growth rate)

(medium growth rate)

and rates

less

than 6 percent

of growth less

growth

but more or

than 2 per cent

or low growth rate) in comparisonto the national growth rate of Burkina

Faso. The third stratum consists of selectingcommunitiesthat have all the
characteristics

of stages

1 and 2 above.

communities

and then using

communities

from the various

The eco-regions
phenonenon.
a total

count

to interview
three

villages

be reached.

family

were mainly
cost

rural

turned

rearranging

randown sampling

as onchocerciasis

of making a survey,

in the three
head in the six

communities
villages

in Dedougou and Nouna respectively,
It

involves

to select

three

Strata.

the high

of 12 villages
every

therefore,

the method of systematic

selected

Considering

This,

out that

only five

a rural

it was only possible

selected.

The initial

to do

aim was

each of Mogtedo and Diebougou and
so a sample of 500 families

villages

one each in Dedougou and Nouna could be reached

is mainly

could

each in Mogtedo and Diebougou and

as a result

of the problem of
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accessibility.
The way the interviewerswere received in each village was one of a cordialand
co-operative

reception.

The time chosen for the visits was between six in the

morning

to about

six

night.

Harvests

were just

during

in the evening,

most of the day.

on their

problems,

day.

personal

raised.

people

to use in the

to be interviewed

Because many of the questions

and family

This

were no good lights

getting over and some familiescould not be found at home

welfare

matters

gave a high response

early

in the survey

in the
had a

or on economic and social

were very much delighted

most of the interviewees

the issues

there

These were the first

morning of the following
bearing

since

rate

at having

to respond

to

to the sample.

The questionnairewas prepared in four parts: family and background

history;

migrationhistory; social, demographicand economic characteristicsof women aged
15-49 years in each family;and a section on general social,economic, politicaland
health

issues

affecting

house interview

which lasted

According

of the village

of 3 people

respectively.

or into

education

classes

to enter

science

related

who had had previous

The completed

questionnaires

A meeting

problems and issues
approaches

to obtain

of all

for

the appropriate
was divided

field

of sociology

evening
or social

They were

experience.
before

of

a five-day

pre-test

team.

were checked every

day and where necessary

members was held at the end of each day to study
work, so the interviewing

methods and

improved.

the overall

were weighted

more persons

the best

arising out of the days'

were progressively

To test

students

in the use of the questionnaire

out to select

4 groups

years

through

Six Form and were preparing

and were people

was carried

into

either

who have had two or three

They were mostly

training

the house to

with 4 or 6 interviewers

the University.

given a thorough

corrected.

team was divided

3 or 2 groups

or have completed

conducted

on the average.

this

The team members were people

University

villages

A team of 12 people

two hours

about

to the size

each consisting

survey

the Community.

effect

according
weight,

of the sampling
to village

data

the population

by 75 and those

with

procedure,

obtained
of all

less

the 1987 selected

from the
villages

than 300 people

1985 data.

in 1985 with
by 50.

Thus
300 or

Then in

order to correct for communitybias, the weights were multipliedby the inverse of
the probality

of a village

in the community divided
were normalized
effects

being

in each community (i.e.

by the number of villages

to obtain

of differential

selected

a mean value
population

selected).

of approximately

number of villages

These final

one.

The test

weights

for

the

growth between 1985 and 1987, 1985-1987 village

growth rates were used to estimate

village

population

size

in 1987.

This

procedure

led to weights virtuallybeing identicalto those derived from using the 1985 data.

III TJIEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK
Onchocerciasis
Although
OCP region

and human ecology

concern

for

the secondary

is of prime importance

perspectives

factors

to this

affecting

study,

population

it is necessary

movement in the

to begin with

on human ecology and onchocerciasis.

Epidemiological
individuals

studies

and communities

onchocerciasis

transmission

the location

of the village,

as agricultural

practices

conducted
living

under apparently

exhibit
its

in the savanna areas

different
size,

similar

clinical

density,

and the occupational

of OCP have shown that
conditions

of

manifestations,

and the pattern
activities

according

of housing,

of the people

to

as well

(WHO,1976).

Settlementsin the region can, therefore,be classifiedinto three levels of
endemicity,

according

hypoendemic.
cent

can exceed

this

volvulus

in skin

20 per cent

adult

Hyperendemic

onchocerca

filariae

are

areas,

ocular

This,

the very survival
In almost

cent,

the disease

constitutes

in a particular

In a hypoendemic
lesions

communities
effect

community,
caused

further

some 50 per cent
community.

inflated

situation

therefore,

by onchocerciasis

rate

rate

of the male

valleys

of
are

as

than 10 per cent

and fewer

which

is below 40 per

is described

fewer

by a

In situations

and the river

where prevalence

and this

of more than 15

and hence a blindness

of the community is at stake
all

is

or

of over 60 per

and an average

percentage

onchocerciasis

in effect,

has no social

have ocular

this

mesoendemic,

by the presence

in the population,

In savanna
with

characterized

(aged over 40 years)

deserted.

population

snips.

10 per cent.

often

hypoendemic.

areas
carriers

for patients

population
sort,

to whether a community is hyperendemic,

that

of the

2.5 per cent
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have irreversible
generally

eye lesions.

The blindness

rate

here due to onchocerciasis

is

below one per cent.

Between the two limits
there

of over 40 per cent

volvulus

carriers,

are different

referred

to as mesoendemic.

Here,

kinds

factors

and less

than 60 per cent

of situations

which together,

associated

with

human ecology

onchocerca
is
may

substantiallymodify the impact of the disease. It is essentiallya situationwhere
the disease is sociallyrecognizablebut has not yet reached a level that is
intolerable

to the community.

It had been observed
the level

of endemicity

breeding
site

site.

could

in the front

Yet,

display

in Burkina Faso before the programmeof eradicationthat
in a village

two communities
very different

line

depended

village

community and a breeding

located

3

or not

. In other

range of up to 80 km per day either
located

mostly

along

river

basins,

at an equal

of endemicity

levels

or whether
site

on the proximity

side

other

words,

the severity

distance
according

settlements
since

of a river

of the blackfly
from a breeding
to whether

came between the

the blackfly

valley,

of blackfly

they were

has a flight

and since

settlements

infection

decreases

are
with

distance from the river basin. Studies in Ghana and Mali have shown that communities
moved away from the rivers when the intensityof onchocerciasisinfectionincreased,
and then moved back whenever the situationbecame less serious (Hunter,1966; Lefait,
1976). Also studies on village size in Ghana and Burkina Faso show that blindness
rates of over 10 per cent (very high) are associatedwith populationdensitiesof
less than 200 inhabitants,whereas densitiesof 500 or more experiencelower levels
of blindness. In addition,
a blindness

rate

population

growth ceased

that exceeded 10 per cent

(Hughes,

whenever a community experienced
1949).

These findings seem, therefore,to suggest two related things: (1) that the risk
of blindnessreduces the size of population
ablebodied

persons;

population

density

effective.

and (2),

more of a rural

makes onchocerciasis

evidence

and/or

migration

of the

transmission

less

would seem to explain why for example, onchocerciasisis

phenomenon than an urban

There is also

death

alternatively,there appears to be a critical level of

which when attained

This hypothesis

through

problem.

from work done by Hervouetand Prost (1979)and Prost,
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Hervouetand Thylefors (1979) that the pattern of land occupancyis an important
factor

in explaining

movement.

Their

the relationshipbetween onchocerciasisinfectionand population

data

suggest

that

blindness

rate

varies

among ethnic

groups

like

the

Lobi, Dagara,and Biriforwho live side by side but practice differentspace
occupation. Prost, Prescottand Le Berre (1983) have found that the settlement
patternamong these ethnic groups follow two lines of economic activity;with one
correlatinginverselywith onchocerciasisinfection

and the other

varying

directly

with infection. First, there is the peridomesticarea comprisingof residential
space,

permanent

fields

and watering

points.

Here the degradation

the eliminationof forest gallery for the laying

of plant

out of cultivated

plots,

cover and
often

contiguous,tends to militateagainst the dispersalof the blackflyvector. In
addition, the concentrationof populationinto a limited space, tends to reduce
individualcontact with the vector. Second there is the externalagriculturalarea
which comprisesof the more distant fields, lands left fallow, ground traversedin
stoclkherding,and the woods. Maintenanceof the plant cover here is made more
conducive

to the dispersal

of the blackfly

vector,

thus

resulting

in easy

contact

with man.
The movement and the distribution
are

therefore,

influenced

scattered

dwellings,

blackfly

very easy.

agricultural
groups

runs high,

by the blackfly

often

on low-lying

They also

area.

Dagara, on the other

above

hand,

is

that

between the two types
For example,

farming

blindness

rate

10 per cent

of areas

the Lobi live

which make direct

extensive

the critical

settle

disease.
grounds,

practice

The sum effect
often

of population

contact

in

with

the

in the external
among the Lobi ethnic

level.

in groups of compact nature

The Birifor
in villages

and the
on

hillsides. They practice intensiveagriculturein the peridomesticareas and work
communally;the sum effect is a reduction in the time they have to spend in the
fields.
padd[ies

The low grounds on which they settle are also parcelledout neatly into rice
thus eliminating

the Birifor

and the Dagara are

Lobi even though
be said

the plant

they all live

to be doing

things

that

cover and the galleries.

Under these

conditions,

found to have a much lower blindness

rate

in the same environment.

one community may

directly

Thus while

welcome the blackfly

vector,

than the

the other

may
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be said to have developedan ecologicalmechanism for resistanceagainst
onchocerciasis.
Occupationalactivitiesare also found to be connectedwith oncherciasis
infection. Because they work near rivers, people like fishermen,rice growers, and
ferrymen

run the risk

of labour

of contracting

the blackfly

between women and men the latter

than the former.

This

are also

to the bites

of an infected

river

and is also

distribution,

blackfly
dependent

and the availability
and population

While evidence

supporting

the relationship

behaviour)

and river

movement in localised

whose women farm only

families

who live

of a village,
to alternative

or work near

the pattern
sources

of land

of water.

movement
behaviour

is quite

and onchocerciasis

(or mortality

between migration

sectors

for

and access

fertility

blindness

infected

On the whole, the risk of exposure

on the location
of,

Onchocerciasis

indirect,

is highest

to the division

found to be more heavily

is born out among the Lobi and Birifor

4
the peridomesticareas (Prostand Paris, 1983) .

banks,

Due also

disease.

direct.

Studies

of the programme area

would seem

as a demographic
have shown that

reveal

a pattern

population

of heavy

migrationloss which is related to the situationof onchocerciasisinfection. For
example, calculationsof trends in the hyperendemicdistrictsof Bawku, Bolgatanga
and Navorongoall in the north-eastof Ghana show an overallnet migrationloss per
districtof up to 3 per cent per annum (Sawadogo,1976).
The pattern of migrationis one of heaviest decline in riverine locationsand
movementsof people

to upland,

watershed

onchocerciasisand prevalenceof nodules

areas.
also

Infectivity
reveal

gradients

the disease

of

to be a prime cause

of retreat; while the geographicpatterns of onchocerciasisand blindnessalso
strongly correlatewith the patterns of abandonment. (WHO, 1973). Similar patterns
of emigrationand movement back from riverineareas are observablein Burkina Faso
where the process of "starvingout" of villages in hyperendemicareas is graphically
demonstrable.
peripheral
river

basin

1983).

This

process

compounds,

follws

a number of stages,

then a slow movement off-river

and then a gradual

abandonment

starting

with

to the interior

the retreat from
territory

and movement to upland areas

(Prost

of the
et al.
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Sex ratios for the economicallyactive age-groups (15-44 years) in the
hyperendemicareas of Ghana and Surkina Faso have also show a deficitof young males
in comparisonto their

female

In Ghana the ratio

counterparts.

averages

districts in comparison

65 males per 100 females

with a national

figure

in most hyperendemic

of 93 males per 100 females,

using

1970 census data. In Burkina Faso, the ratio falls to 40 males per 100 females in
the hyperendemicareas as comparedto a national average of 52 males per 100 females,
using 1975 census data. The low sex ratios reflect the general out-migrationof
young males when faced
subsistence

insufficient

land with which to support

a family,

even at

levels.

At the start
cultivation
areas

with

of the programme of eradication,

of upland areas

and population

were due to the movement of people

it

pressure

was realized

that

on the limited

out of the more fertile

over

unaffected

upland

but onchocerciasis

infestedriverineareas (WHO, 1973). Migration studies in BurkinaFaso during the
mid-1970salso confirm that after three years of absence from a village, some 50 per
cent

of the natives

would return

There were also extreme
of 844 migrants

cases

to begin a new economic

of long absence

out of 1,000 would return,

venture

of up to about

while

(Andre,

10 years

the remaining

1980).

before

a total

would migrate

for good

not to return (Paris, 1983).
The pre-1974major determinantof migration in the OCP region,no doubt, was the
causativeeffects of the river blindnessdiseas
migration

and with

determinants

its

of population

those contextual

forces

as other

such factors

watering

places.

may, therefore,
tradLtion,

eradication,

secondary

(WHO, 1986):
factors

movement in the region.

It directlymotivated

have also

become important

The secondary

determinants

are

and developmentstrategiesthat distributeland, jobs as well
as weather

Three different
be noted

briefly.

tend to view migration

failure

5

which cause people

approaches

to the materialistic

There are those
as a king

to move in search

writers,

basis

of

of migration

who in the neo-classical

of profit-maximization

activity

in the

sense that geographicalmovement contributesto the social mobility of the migrants,
and indirectlyto the economic growth of a nation and of its rural areas. This
approach,as has been formulatedby Todaro (1969, 1976, 1981) for example, has tended
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to ignore short-termcirculationwithin rural areas and instead emphasisespermanent
rural-urbanpopulationtransfers. This approach as in its various forms (Lipton,
1980; Findley, 1981; Brown and Lawson, 1985) is not sufficientfor the analysis of
migration in the OCP region.
A second approach is adopted by researcherswho are more interestedin
circulation.

They have tended

maximization
1982).

in explaining

They argue

Here,

that

to emphasise

migratory
migration

risk

minimization

behaviour

is often

(Stark,

rather

than profit

1981; Chapman and Prothero,

a way of diversifying

economic

options.

the emphasis shifts from migrationas induvidualbehaviour to migrationas

household

or family

becausemigration
overall

behaviour.
is often

risk-aversion

Finally
interpret

there

migrants,

the result

or labour

approach

and on the fact

(like

crops).

Migration

decline

land concentration,
is,

especially

a response

(Arizpe,

in view of the fact

1981).

that

attention

of an

communities

of survival
of many

from deteriorating
affected

by some structural

and low prices

to and a strategy

This view is also

(unsupervised)

therefore,

on the poverty

result

in the OCP regions

movementscan either be spontaneous

and,

The concept

farm mechanization,

therefore,

in opportunities

perspective

strategy.

in the rural

as part

(WHO, 1986).

movements often

their

employment and income conditions
changes

survival

the OCP situation,

made by families

strategy

as a way of focusing

that

for

who take a structural

as a household

this

of decisions

allocation

are reseachers

migration

emerges within

This view has relevance

for

for peasant
managing the

worth considering,

of Burkina

or planned

Faso,

migratory

and sponsored

by the

state.

Onchocerciasisand agriculture
The concentration

of people

conditions

are inherently

production

in the OCP region.

(b) reduction

on the upland

unfavourable

in work capacity

soils

in the savanna

has had specific

These include
of the affected

direct

zone where

effects

on food

(a) reduction

in farm size

families;

and (c) lowering

per family;
of yields

due to overcropping.
The average

size

of farm (i.e.,

cultivated

land only)

has,

in the pre-control
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period, been found to be much smaller in the densely populatedzones than where a
more favourableland/manratio existed. For instance, studies carried out for the
Food and AgriculturalOrganization(FAO, 1979) show that in the Korhogo region of the
Ivory Coast, 56 per cent of farms were of less than three hectares. In the
north-eastof Ghana, average farm size fell to 1.28 hectares for a family of 6.8
people (or 0.2 hectares per person) having previouslystood at between3-4 hectares
per person. Similarlyin Burkina Faso, farm size in the densely populatedZorgho
area averaged 2.8 hectares for a family of 5.7 people. In sum, these levels
represent between0.20 to 0.45 hectares per person active or only some 20-45 per cent
of the capacityof the individualfarmer under normal traditonalagricultural
systems.
Labour productivityon the other hand has been known to be seriouslycripped. A
family'sproductivecapacity was reduced not only because of land shortageand
decliningyields which follow overcropping,but more so because the blackflydisease
induced various stages of physicaldebility in addition to the direct nuisance
effects

of the blackfly

average

loss

blackfly

attacks.

of productive

attacks

loss of about

experienced

as a result

In consequence,

due to the disease

5 per cent

1986).

production

of cash crops

capacity

is about

Programme Committee,

It has been estimated,

of the capacity

This in practical

for example,

that

or the nuisance
of the exposed

terms means that

the

effect

of

work force

the equivalent

(Joint
of a

10,000 tones of food grain per planting season was
of onchocerciasis

the motivation

was virtually

lost.

traditionallevels, while basic

infection.

and energy
Marketing

infrastructure

required

activities

to stimulate
fell

off

the production

from even their

in the form of road networks

and

health serviceshad deteriorated,often to the state of completeuselessness. Income
under the circumstancewas very low thus paving the way for most of the family
members to migrate.
Thanks to OCP activity,

things

have changed over the past ten years.

The

pre-1974 obsessivefear of onchocerciasisand the dread of the "cursed valleys"are
now disappearing
extent

of this.

in several

river

basins,

and in the next

section

we report

on the
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IV OVERVIEW
Table

1 presents

communities
and social
either

information

studied.

Contrasts

development

on certain
are evident

of the villages.

AVV or non-AVV.

basic

characteristics

particularly

with

The major contrast

The AVV villages

as mentioned

of the three
respect

is

that

in section

to the physical
communities

are

II are mainly

settlementsestablishedby the state for sponsoredmigrants,although 12 out of the
153 families interviewedin Mogtedo and 8 out of the 232 in Diebougouwere enumerated
as non-AVV settlers.
of improved

seeds,

The AVV villages have access to modern technologyin the form
the plough and credit facilities. They also have access to

schools for their children,dispensariesfor the sick, and cooperativesto buy and
store their produce. In contrast,children in Nokuy and Barakuy for example, need to
walk a distanceof between 4 to 7 km each day to attend school and then do the same
distance back home. There are no cooperativeshops and no medical facilities. There
are also differencesin settlementand housing patterns. In the AVV villages the
settlementpattern is dispersedwith each family living and cultivatingthe
peridomestic

area

nuclear

houses and huts clusteredtogether.

with

of some 3 hectares of land while in non-AVV villages the pattern is

Yet there are many importantsimilaritiesbetween the AVV and non-AVV villages.
All the villages studiedare thoroughlyagrarian as indicatedby the percentageof
land-operatingfamilies (almost 100 per cent in each village). Given the focus on
land assets, this is an important point. In these villages, land remains the
dominantrepositoryof wealth, the dominantmeans of production,and hence the main
economic endeavour. Also in all villages,owner-operationof land is the rule,
although

the percentage

Non-AVV villages,
Nokuy.

of total

ranging

All villages

face

between

cultivated
19 percent

the threat

area

under

in Barakuy

of natural

disaster

tenancy
to about

is quite

high in the

23 per cent

such as blackfly

in

reinvasion

or droughtwhich is mainly the case these days.
Although

there

appears

to be no serious

threat

of the blackfly

to the

communities,respondentsin some of the villages (of Barakuy and Diebougou in
particular)complainedof the nuisance attacks of the blackfly. In AVV5 of the

6
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Diebougousettlementsfor example, the villagerscomplaindbitterlyof the blackfly
attacks. Because the simulium fly bites outsidedwellings from sunrise to sunset and
is particularlyactive in the mornings and evennings,in cloudy weather and in shady
spots, farming activitiesare slowed down or may be completelydisruptedduring most
of the year as the villagers
On the other
substantial

hand,

agricultural

year-to-year

frequency

of weather

have to stay

production

variations
failure.

indoors.

in yields.

in the sahel region involves
Of primary

concern

here is the

While the most severeand extended drought in recent

times in the region occurredin the 1971-1972 and 1983-1984 periods,
1987 was "that the rains came rather late so our crop yield

fell

the complaint

in

below the previous

year s harvest level". The effect of this late rains to many of the farmers is not
quite differentfrom the experience of 1983-1984. Late rains have seem to become the
major source

of disaster

to farming

particularly

so in view of the fact

500 to the 920 mm of the rainfall
September.

The periodicity

the Sahel.

The duration

communities
that

in the region.

even in normal rainfall

comes during

of rainfall

which is rarely

fall, and the time between rainfalls

times,

the months of July,

may be more important

of a shower,

This would seem

is of critical

most of the

August and

than its

abundance

more than 2 hours,
importance

in

the rate

to both soil

of

fertility

and crop production. For example, because the growing season is short, there is
incentive

to plant

early,

but there

is

greater

risk

involved.

The early

rains

are

irregular;

if after seed is planted there is no more rain for two or three weeks, the

seed stock

is lost.

of the soils:
restricted.
extract

the period
Thus without

acceptable

Most farmers
of insurance
streams
sort,

Similarly,

yiels

traditional

from the heavier
complained

systems

the other

of support,

market

to drought
source

either

it

the lack

can occur is

is extremely

difficult

very
to

sources

of a modern sturcture

become progressively,

of insurance

kin-based

of such institutional

which can even out consuption

Thus in the absence

for adjustment

Alternatively,

systems

and planting

in the utilisation

soils.
about

capital

of adversity.

time constraint

are workable

a change in farming

interviewed

the mechanisms

is a special

when the soils

as a well-functioning

in periods

perhaps.

there

systems

against

risk

of this

bleak

and costly

may lie

or patroa-client

in

networks.
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However, because the extended kinship networks are unlikely to functionwell in
times of widespreadnatural disaster,many families resort to the demographicoption
-

migration-which is a major issue we now focus on.
Table 2 presents data on certain basic characteristicslike education,

relationship,activityand age distributionof the study population. As is typical
of the patriarchal
families

system,

covered

1.4 percent

in the study,

of the sample)

sample are just
cases,

men and women have unequal roles in the family.
only

7 women were said to be heads of family (i.e.
the proportions

althought

about even

(50.5

percent

of males and females

males and 49.5 percent

the woman only became head of the family

after

the death

of her husband and when there

was no male member of the family

occupational

status.

during

had migrated

refused

is a little

in the adult

to be called

regarding

Information
years)

In fact

less

age group

the field

family

exercise,

(45.9

than one half
(15-59 years)
before

in the

females).

In all

or absence

from home

of the right

age or

some women whose husbands

heads.

the age distribution

who have had some schooling

Among the

shows that
percent)

constitute
and there

(0-14

the young population

of the total

sample while

those

50.4 percent. There are few people
appears

to be little

desire

for

people

to go to school, since children currentlyenrolled in school constitutejust under 8
percent of the total sample. If one removes the 1.6 percentnon-kin members from the
sample one is
solid

left

with 98.4 percentas kin members thus giving the sample a very

homogeneous character,

with

the majority

of the active

labour

force

engaged

in

crop farming.

For the study

area

as a whole Table

population

of 3,905 people,

identified

as migrants.

50.3 percent
size

females.

of the sample size,

migrants

than any other

What is worth observing,
migrants

3 shows that

more than half

Of this

figure

For the study

the number (i.e.

49.7 percent

communities

hence Diebougou with
community then followed
however,

is the near

found in Diebougou and Mogtedo,

out of the total

being

sampled

59.6 percent)

were

were males in comparisonwith

the number of migrants

the largest

sample size

reflects

the

has more

by Mogtedo and Dedougou respectively.
identical

male-female

in the ratios

proportion

of 1.07 and 1.06

of
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respectivelyfor the two communities. This is in sharp contrastwith the same ratio
for the nom-AVV villages,being only 0.35. Thus in effect, it is only in Mogtedo and

opposite
Table

seems true

3 also

non-migrants

for

the AVV villages

assumptions

to tbe female non-migrant
an indication
the data

in addition

field

communities

In fact,

of males.

experience

the 1985 OCP Census count

indicate

a massive

separately

1, 2, and 3) suggest

of the two villages

as

examination

out-migration

of
of

for each of the
the same conclusion.

of Nokuy and Barakuy put the

total populationof each village at 317 and 243 respectively(JPC 1986).
count of the same villages

two years later found the total population

287 and 247 respectively.

In effect,

the relatively

relative

could be considered

However, detailed

prepared

Tables

(see Appendix Tables

the gab

male proportion

the larger

in the non-AVV villages

males in the Dedougou communities.
various

theory

on the part

to actual

of

is as much as 4.5 percent.

of migration

of in-migration

proportion

column of

in the case of the non-AVV villages,

proportions

population

the

the non-migrant

between the male-female
while

between male- female non-migrant
Under normal

A look at

the non-AVV settlements.

an even parity

reveals
for

while

AVV settlementsthat males predominateas migrants

typical

Diebougou,

The total

figures

to be

of female

high proportion

migrantsfound in the Dedougouvillages would seem more suggestiveof marriage
migration

than anything

and female migrants
made earlier

that

To examine
whi,ch documents
shows for

else.

OCP migration
the issue
migrants

30-59 years;

by their

areas

age groups

for

age category

for more than 10 years.

and non-AVV settlements

and length

6 years

are also

for

(60 years

we look at Table 4

respectively

sex ratios

the table

in the age segments
areas.

for

aged

30-59,

The

men and women aged

males and females

and over)

Broadly,

of stay.

in the survey

males and females

Migrant

further,

most of those

and 15.0 percent

and 12.8 percent

in the oldest

that

and 10.3 percent

affair.

migration

oriented

for at least

15.8 percent

12.4 percent

and 14.1 percent
migrants

is mostly a family

of family

18-29 and 10-17 have stayed
are

the near equal proportionsof male

found in the other communitieswould seem to reinforcethe point

both male and female migrants

proportions

hand,

On the other

aged 18-29 years;

10-17 years.

have stayed

Most

in the survey

in the age segment

found to be 1.05 and 0.34 respectively.

10-59 for AVV
One
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therefore

infers

villages

female

that

out-number

migrants

as compared to the situation

process

Indeed,

by the male settlers.

There is a general

movement of people
basin area.

Black Volta River

by far

found in the AVV settlements.

found in the non-AVV villages is further

ratio

male migrants

The abnormal

of a massive

supportive
evidence

field

confirms

this

using

sex

out-migration

suggestion.

from the two non-AVV villages

In fact,

in the non-AVV

the main

towards

1974, 1984 and 1987 data,

it

is

estimated that the populationgrowth rates of Nokuy and Barakuywere respectively
-3.26 and -0.55 percentage

for

points

the period

Most of the people

1974-87.

interviewedin these villages complainedabout the lack of drinking water in addition
to poor harvests
overcultivated

due to inadequate
soils,

in the past three
communities,

which coupled

years.

situated

same problems.

It is

than walk a distance
to move closer

with

some 15 kilometers

The lack

poor rainfall
not just

to get water

and right

poor harvests
that

these

two

banks of the
about

complained

to their
during

poor and

or accident

and also

a threat

about

has led to very

a design

patterns

is really

of 15 kilometers

complained

away from the left

migratory

of water

to the water

They also

therefore

have identical

Black Volta River

rainfall.

survival

the

and rather

the dry season,

they perfer

source.

In contrast,the undistortedsex ratio for migrants in the AVV settlementsis
once more supportive

of the fact

that

affair.

Of the number interviewed

to their

present

in groups

settlement

Table

each period

of stay

for

females

where the practice

five

Table

4 again

years

ago.

communities,

for

came first

pattern

of polygyny
shows that
Thus taking

is an accepted

into

56.8 percent

account

said

while 32.2

as individuals

parity

they came
percent

to prepare

appears

30-39 and 18-29,

This is quite

most migrants

is a family

even in terms of the lenght

the age segments

to predominate.

communities

of four or more people,

Only 11 percent
shows this

in these

in the community the male-female

especially

distributed,
tendency

4 also

in these

in groups

of 2-3 members.

new homes.

migration

came
their

of stay.

For

evenly

although

normal especially

there

is the

in a culture

norm.
arrived

the fact

in the survey
that

both

areas

more than

the AVV villages

of

Mogtedo and Diebougouwere establishedin the period 1974-75, the conclusionmay be
drawn that most of those who have stayed in these villages for less than six years

20
are not

sponsorded

who have stayed

migrants.

The same argument

for 6 to 10 years

the more than 10-year

in the AVV communities;

stayers as purely

of origin

supervised

migrants

by place

villages

were found more than then years

between 15-20 percent

can be made for some of the migrants

and age of migrants

of migration

into

ago,

so leaving

migrants.

the AVV villages

added to the fact that some 8 to 12 families

Cross-tabalating

on the assumption
Table 5 also

that the AVV

would seem to suggest
is not

interviewed

out the bulk of

supervised.

that

Thus

in the AVV villges

were

classifiedas non-AVV settlers,evidence can be built to the effect that spontaneous
migration
settlers

into
7

the AVV settlements

constitutes

some 12 to 15 percent

of the migrant

.

Table 6 shows the age at entry, kin tie and place of origin of the migrants
found in the study areas.

Looking

first

at the age composition

of the migrants,

one

finds the expectedassociationof less selectivenature of rural-ruralmigrationwith
age:

25.3 percent

aged 30-59.
the family

in the age group 10-17, 29.2 percent aged 18-29,and 34.1 percent

Also recorded

in the table

at the time of entry.

is the relation

It is easily

of the migrant

seen that

children

to the head of

constitute

the

majority,
being 45.2 percent
25.2 percent
the kin tie
family

of all

in comparison
at entry

oriented.

migrants.
with

This is followed

16.8 percent

is to underscore

A typical

wife and a few of his

pattern

children

for

the fact
is that

to establish

by spouses

family

that

The significance

population

the family
their

heads.

who make up

movement here

head sets

of
is

out with his eldest

new home; then the rest

of the

family members move in to join them. Those who come along with the other wives and
children include other kin members like brothers,sisters, cousins, father,mother,
uncles and aunts.

Others

who come in to join

the family are

people

like

in-laws

servantsand visitors who togetherconstitute2.5 percent of the migrantsand are
labelled

as non-kin

in the table.

Turning to the place of origin, Table 6 shows that
migrants

are people

41.4 percent

of all

are moves originating

who come from within
migration

streams.

from rural

the province
The second

communities

the largest
of survey.

largest

in other

stream

provinces.

proportion

of

They constitute
of about

33 percent

Together,

migrants
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with rural backgroundconstitute74.0 percent of all documentedmigrationswhich
leaves

26 percent

as migrants

with urban

background.

a more common phenomenon as the development
and as pressure

resulting

from rapid

Evidently,

process

population

migration

in the OCP regions

growth rates

mounts,

the Mossi provinces of Yatenga, Sanmatenga,Baam and Kouritenga
the migrants came. The move toward the river basin areas is

basin

areas

accelerates
especially

in

from where most of

particularly

it not only suggests that economic change due to onchocerciasis
stimulatingmovement of people into the river

has become

noteworthy,

eradication

but also

is

a movement caused

by frequentdrought. Equally importantis the fact that most of the migrants with
urban backgroundcame from no less urban provinceswith the most urbanized

cities

of

Ouagadougouand Bobo-Dioulasso. To the extent that more and more rural land is
available
with

for settlement

some success,

more opportunity

population

to move into

is another

country

international

and to the degree

labour

development

may exist

The 7.0 percent

of particular

migration

rural

or incentive

the OCP areas.

is also

that

interest.

from Burkina

This

for

efforts

have met

the unemployed urban

migration

stream

stream

is due to

Faso to Cote d lvoire

whose origin

and Ghana,

the

origins of the stream, and as such is a return migration stream.
As with migration
stream.
largely

patterns

elsewhere,

every migration

stream

has its

counter

To some extent, counterstreamsreflect return migration. Counterstreams
reflect

migrants

preferences

and perceptions

based on their

own

characteristicsand needs. As a result what attracts one family to a given
locaction

may be the very

therefore

necessary

this

to further

we cross-tabulate

destination

factor

which stimulates
ascertain

the extent

long term and recent

of each move made by family

another

of return

migration

heads.

to leave

migration,

information

Available

the place.

and to do

by origin

information

It is

and

show that

there

is a substantialamount of repeat migration. The data show that of the 391 family
heads who were migrants,only 19.9 percent had made their first move. Of the
remaining80.1 percent, 28.4 percent
percent

four

times,

Repeat migration
common feature

and the remaining

involving
and therefore

had moved twice,
17.7 percent

had moved five

onward movement or relocating
another

important

11.2 percent

factor

at other

three

times,

22.8

or more times.
places

in OCP migration.

is quite

a
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A pertinentquestion then is why this apparent low retentionrate among migrants
into the zone. To be able to address the issue of frequentmovement on the part of
migrants, it becomesnecessary to detail the nature of agriculturalproductionin the
survey areas, includingthe crops grown and marketed,techniquesadopted,and the
level

of farm income.
Economic activity
Although

agriculture

is the main economic activity in all the villages studied,

the situationdifferes slightlyfrom one communityto another. The relative
importance

of secondary

in most cases

of the field

Mogtedo,

7 percent

available,

there

rearinig

economic

activities

survey.

to boost

There are about

in Diebougou and 4 percent
are more references

in Mogtedo and crafts

12 percent

in Dedougou.

to migration

in Diebougou.

income is however not very clear
indeterminate

Where information

in Dedougou,

Information

cases

with

fishing
regard

in

is

and animal
to crops

points

to sorghum,millet, groundnut,cotton and in a few cases, tobacco in Dedougouas
being the main ones in the various communitiesstudies.
As can be seen from table
animals.
average

On average,
varies

4.5 goats

there

7 live

breeding

stock

are 2.6 cattle

per family

includes

of 7.8 members, although

from 3.4 in Mogtedo to 1.8 in Dedougou.

per family

with

variationbeing highest for

both small and large

There are also

this

2.9 sheep and

Diebougou and lowest

for

Mogtedo. Goats predominateas the favoured livestockin all communities,although
beef herding
feeding

is the sole economic

pattern,

activity

for 10 familiesin Mogtedo.

In terms of

sheep are herded with cattle during the day. Goats are thethered

during the growing season, but are allowed to roam and graze freely at other times.
Donkeys (and in a few cases

horses)

are also

important

means of transport

in situations

where bicycles

All residents

of a family

work on the farm,

granary,

though

the male head controls

preparation

is done by men; planting

main labour

bottleneck

variety
everyone,

of ways,
although

its

as they are mostly

used as a

are not available.
and all

distribution.

share equally

from the

Most of the land

is done by women and children.

Weeding is the

in this system; labour seems to be allocated to weeding in a

including
particular

reciprocal
chores

communal workerews.

Harvesting

are age and sex specific.

is done by

By January

when all
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but the major streams are dry, women who are not using boreholewater get water from
holes dug into dry stream beds. The most difficultdry-seasontask for men is
clearing the bush for new farms. Most people also have dry season work with which
they earn cash income,although the activitiesare specific to each locality. From
some villages,women headload firewood to the nearby urban place where there is
market

for it. Villages that are close to roads or markets specializein local

and drinks,
soils

the sale

of which bring

are appropriate

villagers

specialize

These economic activities
self-sufficiency
in reply

though.

was the lack
attacks

"Have the recent

of water;

complained

fertilizer

during

season

The effect
incalculable

population
seasonal,
region

been large

five

food

the main farming

land to make a farm.

On their

that

of drought

the irregular

and that

there

zones.

like

in the form of temporary
by extreme

Furthermore,

part,

seeds,

of the rainfall

in
during

the

food production.
since

1972 would seem

It is to be feared

that

desertification

streams

irregularity

studied

the non-AVV

the AVV settelers

in the Dedougou villages.
rainfed

to satisfy

of the blackfly

high yielding

nature

is now a veritable

movement particularly

complained

season.

which has come on and off
in these

enough to meet the food

of the communities

settlements

was the major cause of insufficient

is characterized

to achieve

and "Have you been able

inputs

to agriculture

now irreversible

harvest

of agricultural

Mogtedo and Diebougou believed
planting

where the

farming.

the population

given by 83 percent

and in addition,

of lack

and even

pots and vegetable

to enable

of the inhabitants?"

The main reason

which occur mostly

villages

do not appear

of the majority

your own food needs?"

in clay

In areas

In nearly all the villages,negative answers were received

to the question

requirements

some income to the family.

foods

this

and thus

Most water

and pools,

effect

frequent

sources

as rainfall

is

are

in the

both in terms of time and

distribution. Water supply for ordinary consumptionand for both cattle and crops is
therefore

not ensured

even in the AVV settlements.

It depends either

on wells

and

rivers (most of which become dried up for eight months in the year) and occasionally
on boreholes. All these sources may dry up at any time throughoutthe year but
especially

between October

irrigation

facilities,

and May when there

is very little

not even in the AVV settlements.

rainfall.

In additon

There are no
to the water
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problem, the threat of spontaneousdisasterscaused by onchocerciasisreinvasionand
bush fEires cannot
pattern

is that

degraded

lands,

soils

cover exposes

The major effect

be guaranteed.

on the whole,

grass

vegetative

really

whether

it

is

of the poor rainfall

the compound farm,

bush farms or in the

are mostly bare during the dry season. The lack of

the ground surface

of the rainy season, the direct

impact

to direct

of rain

sunlight

drops.

and,

at the beginning

This exposure

to sun and rain

causes deteriorationof the soil structure,which reduces the absorptivecapacityof
the soil. Thus not only do the soils hold less water for newly planted crops and
sproutinggrasses, but there is reduced percolationof rain into the subsoil,and
consequentlynone into the aquifer.
In essence the greater attractionof the AVV areas reflectsnot
relatively
but also

better

agricultural

infrastructure

potentials

compared with other

in the form of feeder

roads,

watering

only their

regions

of the country,

facilities

and the use

of modern technology. Between 1974 and 1982 the AVV constructedroad network linking
up the national network rose to 192 km of main tracksand 91 km of secondarytracks.
AVV founded 58 villageswith 152 water-supplypoints equiped with pumps, 9
dispensaries,28 schools, 68 stores and 216 houses for extension workers. These
infrastructuresare of benefitnot only to the organizedsettlers but also to
spontaneousmigrants. The unsupervisedcow Fulani- found in the Mogtedo settlements
for example, prefer AVV3 because this village provideshim a guaranteed
semi-permanentwater supply.
The structureof agriculture
Table

under plantation

non-IAVVareas
withiLn this
roads.
other

the major agricultural

characteristics

they span the major forms of agriculture

Together,
areas

8 summarizes

occupy
areas

While it
parts

opportunities

and irrigation).

By almost

any measure

may be true

of the country,

parts
that

this

for non-agricultural

they were in pre-onchocerciasis

of the country

the bicycle
is not

control

limited

by poor
in

There are few local

as farm techniques

period;

the

Transportation

and the motor cycle are abundant

the case here.

labour,

of development,

spectrum.

is severely

areas.

Faso (except

found in Burkina

the lower end of the socioeconomic

and to other

of the survey

no fertilizer,

remain

substantially

no improved seeds

as
and
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no machineryrental. Agricultureis practisedin small parcels of land as most of
the farming is under a collectivesystem, in which land belongs collectivelyto the
maembersof the communitiyand cannot be sold. Under this system, the land is divided
into

individual

because
left

plots

of this

fallow

that

are

practice,

farmE? year after

the soil

for a long period

quickly

of time.

members must move or relocate

year by the same family.

becomes exhausted

As a result

Perhaps

and the land must be

the family

or the individual

to a new land in order to subsist.

The average farm in these communitiesconsist of 3.8 hectares

of which at least

65.8 percent are planted during one planting season. Low values of net production
combinedwith the small size of the average plot proceduceannual farm incomes
averaging 129,309 CFA francs. There is a high family labour input to which women and
children

contribute

equally

work 207 person-days
labour

input

per year

significant

on their

land,

pruchased

inputs,

the other

an average

representing

family

of 5.9 persons

one-third

of total

having

undergone

end of the spectrum,

modernization

Cotton,

form traditional

family

since

their

establisment

the main commercial

crop,

relying

now dominate

to commercial

agriculture

agriculture

is,

and the accompanying

heavily

on fertilizer

and

in this zone. A linear progression
however,

not

implied

in the above

Both the AVV and non-AVV communitiesexhibit many aspects of traditional

agriculture,

with

agriculture
crops

occupy

agricultural

infrastructure.

contrast.

As a result

on and off the farm.

The AVV villages

other

with men.

reliance

on family labour and traditionalinputs. However,

in the AVV communities

cotton.

Agricultural

is quite

mechanized

income here is therefore

with

the one major commercial

higher, being at least 35,755

CFA francs higher than the average in the non-AVV villages.
Each settlementin the AVV communitiescontains two areas of economic activity
(1), a peridomesticarea which comprisesof residentialspace, permanentfield for
subsistenceagricultureand water points (2), and externalagriculturalarea
which is made up of the more distant

temporary

fields,

fallow

land,

and the ground

traversedin stock herding and wood collection. The peridomesticplot which is about
30 percent

of the total

farmed year after

land area

owned in Mogtedo and 44 percent

year by the same family;

and as long as it

in Diebougou

is cultivated

is

regularly,
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the Land can be passed down to children, thoughnot sold or legallydivided into
smaller plots. This is the plot normally used for subsistencecroppingas opposed to
the more distant field which are normally planted with cotton for sale to the state.
The more distant

fields

have the disadvantagethat they are subjectedto occupation

by spontaneousmigrants. Perharps the decrease in the average land holding by a
settled family from 10 to 8 hectares in Diebougouand 10 to 6.4 hectares in Mogtedo
would seem to suggest the extent to which land has been taken away from the settled
migra.nts

8

.

The Diebougoucommunitiesare a more prosperousagriculturalzone than the other
zones. Agriculturalincome here is the highest, being 28.2 percent higher than the
average

income in the second most properous

community of Mogtedo.

Compared with

Mogtedo,agricultureis less of subsistencefarming since only 20 percent of
cultivatedland is devoted to this purpose. On the whole agricultureas practised
here may be described

as moving away from traditional,

quantity

inputs

of purchased

land to comnercial
Agriculture

Perhaps

and population

out-migration
because

relatively

large

relatively

percentage

good

of cultivated

production.

As might be expected
permanent

and devoting

employing

movement
in a region
is a fairly

of this,

family

with
regular

size

settlements(5.9 as compared to nearly

limited
feature

is smaller
9).

income-earning

in the non-AVV communities.

here

Table

opportunities

than can be found in the AVV

8 also

shows that

in the non-AVV

villageswhile one family can own as much as 20 hectares of land, another is entitled
to less than one hectare. Thus in a zone where land is very inequitablydistributed
and most farms are very small (averageholding is 3.8 hectares per family of 5.9),
the demand for hired labour would seem very mcuh limited. Simultaneously,small
farmers would be forced to compete with the landless for off-farmwork if it existed
at all.

In effect, small farms with low productivityonly increase the likelihoodof

out-migrationeither by the landless or by the small farmers who cannot supplement
their farm earnings in their home communities. This assertion is quite evident in
Table 8 where only
evidence

of off-farm

207 person

days of farming

work is done here

work as compared to 60 person-days

(and there

of off-farm

is little

work in the AVV
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villages.)
On the other
communities
with less

permanent

supply

the study

the pattern

is one that

This argument
migrant

hand,

out-migration

weighted

province

for

Perhaps

in the AVV communities,
delivered.

allocation

that

toward

intensive

but more regional

circular

is born out by the fact

regions.

are regularly

is heavily

of labour

that

apart

and repeat

provinces

income is

supply
less

where farm incomes are relatively

critical

labour

migration.

other

earning

are able

use of on-farm

the most distant

all

Most families

in the AVV

from Yatenga

the study areas,
off-farm

emerges

border

around

to most families

high and purchased

inputs

to earn enough cash to meet minimum

needs by growing millet, sorghum,groundnutas well as rearing animals and birds as
supplementsto cotton cultivation. Because rainfall in the region
by extreme
forced
plant

irregularity

to hire
and,

planting

labour

therefore,
and hervesting.

is characterized

both in terms of time and distribution,most familiesare
during

the period

harvest
This

of high

farm labour

in good time to avoid
process,

therefore,

inputs

the risks
encourages

that
other

to enable

them

accompany late
relatives

elsewhere to join the settler farmer during periods of plantingand harvesting.

In

fact, farmers interviewednever made a secret of this point: they consideredit a
blessing. It may therefore,be postulatedthat the larger family size in the AVV
villages

is conducive

to making high farm income which in turn

makes it possible for

more members to share in the income from farm production. This perhapsexplains why
extendedmembers of the family move in from time to time.
Agriculturalcommercialization,defined here as the substitutionof purchased
inputs, commercialcrops, and marketed productionfor traditionalfarming would seem
to define the AVV villages in contrast to the non-AVV villages. Also, agricultural
development,through its potentialimpact on farm income and the commercializationof
agriculturewould appear to have differenteffects on the types of risks associated
with family income and thereforeon the allocationof family labour to various types
of farm activities. Higher levels of purchasedinputs and the subsistenceproduction
link the family closely to the market economy, thus increasingthe fixed monetary
variabilityof farm income. One would want to explain population

movement here in

terms of these concepts. In the non-AVV communities,inadequatetechniquesemployed
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some members often

for wage labour,

AVV communities,

opportunities

farm income thus

permitting

in-migration

cause of frequent

relocation

the relatively

better-off

hence increase
One other

the country

which,

over the region

December-March

to cultivate

coastal

both urban and rural

to another

Arrivals

original

in the AVV communities
head dies

home a new family

documented
outright

five

cases

spontaneous

lands

fertile

in

Because of

and Togo.

As such
Because

land to grow vegetables.

be seen moving from one

could

can take

migration

migration

and normally

and the woman and children

sort

during

by families

forms:

study.

who move into

in a situation

to go back to their

elect

over the deceased's

the field

oriented

is family

aged above 30 years.

one of the following

may move in to take

of this

in the AVV communities

more arrivals

Typically,

uneducated

heads mostly

where the male family

the

into

have ready markets

vegetables

farmers

suggests

on migration

from the non-AVV villages.

and Ls led by family

dips

the dry season.

during

On the whole evidence
and out-migration

to find

the whole contry,

this type of land cuts-across
place

these

but

lands,

and salad.

gardenegg

Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire

are encouraged

farmers

these

around

relocate
okro,

like

countries

land scattered

farming

are inaccessible

over the sub-region)

(dry all

in the neighbouring

quickly

when most of

and April

land as the dry season

tomatoe,

like

vegetables

involved

the season

is due to what one may call

can be found watering

season

agricultural

Most farmers

period.

by relatives.

especially

of migrants

still

there

the rainy

during

become very suitable

gradually

order

up of water,

is dried

to expand farm and

exist

Between the months of October

farming".

vegetable

"seasional

In

permanently.

or relocate

seasonally

migrate

opportunities

and with few local

of the family,

farm iLneones for the bare necessities

to indequate

rise

giving

poor soils

of time yield

long periods

land for

on limaited

This study

land.

There is also
the AVV settlements

the case of
and live

off portionsof AVV fallow or pasture land. This would seem to be proceedingat the
The other

rate of 5.2 percent per every three years.
into

AVV communities

officials.

is rather

a situation

It involves
piece

subtle

and may not appear
where an AVV settler

of land which is shared

join

him on his

this

is based on the fact

that

type of unsupervised

some family

unofficially

units

to catch
invites

the eyes
close

of the

relatives

between them.

have expanded

migration

to contain

Evidence

to
on

two or more
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householdsusually headed by migrants who are either the eldest son or a close
relative of the initial settler. This would seem to be growing at the rate of 7.8
percent per every five years.
The questionwe have been exploring thus far is how beneficialis the
onchocerciasis

eradication

of onchocerciasis
increases

eradicaton

in labour

up of new lands
four

separate

labour-related

the reduced

blindness

involved;

and there

for agricultural

performance

these

benefits

however,

are those

reduced

required

related

of the former,

debility

this

to

from the opening

(i.e.,

there

are

lower level

of the blackfly;

and

of OCP regions.

of the estimated
for

the benefits

benefits

population

in terms

that

derive

of the bites

by the post-control

the data

that

In the case

including

can be measured

by saying

are others

by the parasite);

experienced

in practice,

there

settlement.

caused

benefits

We can summarize

are of two kinds:

productivity;

of physical

principle,

programme.

exercise

output

In

losses

are lacking

due

to the nature of the sample (see Section II).
On the more positive side it is well known that the main economic benefits of
OCP come from its contributionto the opening up of new lands. Thus to better
understand

the potentials

not obstacles
production.
water,

other

of these

than onchocerciasis

For example,

uncertainty

new lands

over

evidence

have hindered

has tended

land rights,

one would like

progress

to suggest

the juxtaposition

to establish

that

whether

or

in agricultural
unavailability

of traditional

of

techniques

over

poor soils and the prevelanceof other health hazards do stand in the way of
productiveutilizationof the OCP lands. These obstaclesnot withstanding
onchocerciasiscontrol has helped open up large new areas of agriculturalland. The
question

may then be asked

how much use is being made of the new lands?

words, we wish to determine the extent

In other

to which onchocerciasiscontrol and the

concomitantpopulationmovement in the region is affectingagriculturalproduction.
V REGRESSIONANALYSIS
Since no general theory of mobility transitioncan be applied to a region
without an examinationof its agrarian structure,it is now logical that we specify
the impact of agriculturalproductionupon selected variablesdepictingagranian
structure. This is useful in order to better understand the emerging responses.
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Variablesand measures
As indicatorof the structureof agriculturalorganization,we employ tenurial
arrangements.

The type of land tenure

have autonomy and stability

of these

family

to engage

have the opportunity

system.

Both autonomy and stability

can also

be expected

the family.
rights

to influence

families.

that

charaterize

The extent

in productive
and children's

family-level

with

of the size

respect

labour

will

likely

employment

decisions

to acquisition

and distribution

a family's

farm

to which members of the
vary with

about

land tenure

opportunities

the future

This is so in view of the fact that the land tenure

and obligations

determinant

arrangements

movement of

system defines the

and use of land and is a critical

of farm income.

The ideal

tenure

system is

alos the one that providesadequate incentivesto produce, to adopt improved
techniques,and to invest. It should, therefore,afford reasonablesecurity to those
wbhotill
public

the land and give them the opportunity
decisions

iLcrease
settler

which afffect

giving

rise

their

to higher

(but an incentive

for

types

by skin,

would be more positively

categories

satisfies

land ownership

is AVV type and -1

In our model,

this.

output

will

to relocating

of tenure

by owner operated

communal, rental,
we hypothesize

related

The AVV system

conditions,

by the

migrant).

the following

To oprationalize,

in

participation

and hence a disincentive

to the would-be

characterized

loan ownerships.

operated)

Under these

type which is characterized

(1) AVV settelement
settlement

welfare.

incomces

For each of the study area

for meaningful

A dummy is
for all

to output

other

tenure

and pledged
that

family

than the other

therefore,

were identified:

created

and non-AVV

as security

farming

(owner

types

of tenure.

where tenure

= 0 if

categories.

populationpressure variablesassume that people move from low to

high wage areas and from fewer to more numerousemploymentopportunityregions. More
central to this researchare two measures of populationpressure,migrationand
land/manratio. Migrationhas many consequencesfor the social organizationof the
place of origin, for the destination,and for the migrants themselves. As a policy
oriented

research,

redistribution

interest

of population,

is in the consequences

and implications

and economic adjustment.

In particular,

of migration,
we want to

understandthe relevanceof intra-ruralmigration to agriculturalproductivity.
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Theoretically,
desire
that

availability

to migrate

into

of arable

land should

the OCP regions.

exert

a positive

It has been argued

influence

elsewhere

on the

in this

paper

the two basic factors that would seem attractive to migrantsare the

agriculturalpotentialitiesand the relativelylow populationdensity found
throughoutthe OCP areas. If so then our basic premise is that the nature of
productiveorganizationin the places of origin has conditionedthe cost, use,
availability,and the developmentof land to the extent
opportunities
it

for the majority

is argued

important

that

long-term

internal

as a mechanism for

response

to structural

economic

growth process.

in the sending
migratory

obtaining

changes

areas

into

population

in the production

Again,

have been stifled.

streams

efficient

that social and economic
Accordingly,

the OCP region

are

redistributioa

in

system accompanying

the migration

variable

of stay in an area is expected to be positively

related

measured

a modern

in terms

to agricultural

of length

production

if

current land/man ratios are inducive to agriculture,and negative otherwise.
Because of the problem
from bredding
onchocerciasis

places

outside

of reinvasion
the treated

has only been controlled

(i.e.

the arrival of migrant blackflies

zone) and also

because

and not completely

of the fact

eradicated,

it

that
is

hypothesizedthat agriculturalproductivitywill seriously be affected by the
presenceof the blackfly since the nuisance attack by the simulium fly can result in
below average

utilization

of the land.

The effect

of the blackfly

is,

therefeore,

measured by a dummy variablewhich is equal to one if respondentscomplainedabout
the presenceof the blackflyand zero otherwise.
Throughoutthis study it has been found that rainfall is one singular factor
that exerts tremendousinfluenceon agricultureand populationmovement. Recent OCP
research

also

shows that although the onchocerciasisdisease may have contributedto

the kind of agrarian structurefound in the region, the pattern of rainfall has
tended to have a very significantimpact, having contributedin no small way to soil
structure
periodicity

(Hervouet

et al.

of rainfall

1984).

It has also

may be more important

been observed
than its

above

abundance

that

the

as far as yield

is

concerned. The duration of a shower and the time between rainfallsare, therefore,
not only of critical importanceto crop production,but are of equal significanceto
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the behaviourof the overall growing season which has substantialinfluenceon labour
mobilityin the region. Thereforefor the purposesof this analysis, the influence
of rain is measured by the pattern of rainfallprevalentin the study areas; and is
grouped into high, medium, and low categories. A good pattern is assumed to have a
positiveeffect on land utilization.
Variables
apart

of background

from general

education

interest

are education

and the age of the farmer.

which has been universally

Quite

found to be an important

factor in raising the level of agriculturalproductivity,it is expected here that
the formal trainingreceived by the AVV settlers coupledwith their general
educationalbackgroundshould have a more positive influenceon the level of
pro,ductivity
than found among the less educatednon-AVV farmers. It is also expected
that

the age of a farmer

the more mature
family

should

a family

have a more positive

head is,

influence

on land cultivation

than would have been the case if he were a young

head.

Procedure
Because the annual

amount of land cultivated

to or less

than the actual

amount of cultivable

regression

is employed

the anlysis.

for

each planting
land available

That is,

it

season

could be equal

to each family,

is the natural

logarithm

logit
of the

odds of the proportionof land cultivatedin a year that is assumed to be linearly
reLated to the set of factorsaffectingagriculturalproduction. In precise terms we

i

want to determine the log odds of the equation;

Xt. - % i t

/(,- 6) -

where the Xi's are independentvariablesand the

their

logisticregression.

denote the proportioncomputedas the amount of land planted in a year divided by the
total amount of cultivableland available to the family.
For the purpose of this study, substantialinterest lies in the null hypothesis
that the proportionof land cultivatedeach year is a constant. The maximum
likelihoodtechniqueemployed, therefore,expresses the proportionof area planted
per year as a linear functionof a constant term and a set of additive parameters,
indicatingthe incrementalimpact of the independentvariableson the logarithmof
the odds of the amount of agriculturalland cultivatedrelative to the total amount
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of cultivable

land available

To facilitate
partial

the interpretation

derivative

family.

of the results,

of each estimated

parameter,

of the relevant

coefficient

the logit

where,is

to the individual

we compute the first-order

bsj (1

computed as

and P

variable,

independent

t')

is the sample proportionemployed. This derivativeis therefore,interpretableas the
incrementto the actual proportionof land cultivationassociatedwith a unit
increase

in an independent

of a discrete
realistic

variable.

representation

derivatives

continuous

variable,

or belonging

to the relevant category

The sample proportion

for

of the actual

amount of land cultivated,

would be different

overall

the dependent

variable

is a
but the

9.

if computed at different levels of

Results
The coefficient
increments

from the more completemodel convertedinto probability

are presented

To begin with,
signed

one observes

as predicted,

chi-square

testing

in Table

except

9 for easier
that

the land

the hypothesis

all
tenure

about

and analysis.

interpretation

the variables

of interest

variable.

In addition,

the term entered

are properly
the improvement

at various

steps

significantlyimproves predictionas is the goodness-of-fittest comparingthe fit of
data to the logisticmodel (Dixonet al.

1985). That the impact of tenurial

arrangementshould be negative with statisticalsignificanceis no surprise in this
context. This only reinforcesthe fact that the relationshipbetween migration

and

the land tenure system is complex, to say the least. The existence of supervisedand
unsupervisedmigrants who are all cutlivatingthe land simultaneously,but with
different

technologies

different

levels

underscores

of technical

process.

It is

complexity.

knowhow settle

land would tend to be unequally
colonization

this

distributed

tempting

When settlers

on the same land,
thus increasing

to conclude

that

it

belonging
is expected

disparities

inappropriate

to
that

in the
utilization

of

land by spontaneousmigrants has created the negative effects so far. However, it
could also be argued that settlementopportunitiessuch as the one offered by
Government

through

the confrontational
fact,

apart

the AVV frequently
attitudes

from the negative

mask general

between new settlers
impact

argument

problems,

the best example

and traditional

of the cultivation

claimnants.
of marginal

being
In
lands
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and the use of ineffectivetechnologyagainst spontaneoussettlers,all other
negative

argumnts

by animals,etc.

like

deforestation,

can be made against

therefore,

substantial

programe,

even though its

agricultural

development

reason

converting

the negative

redefining

the status

Although
(Prost

because

to doubt

existence

of the region.

1984),

infected

land cultivation

for

still

carry

those who have stayed

living
for

themselves

region

since

years

would,

1977

has been

The positive

or less

and

in AVVareas.

of the disease

parasites.

five

by rethinking

in this

in the prevalence

settlement

the future

effect

interruption

There is,

the need to work toward

once they find

complete

the decrease

people

to a positive

settlers

for

therefore,

of land

study.

of the current

consequences

There is,

impact of ll percent

overgrazing

found in this

the effectiveness

has loudable

programme achieved

control

bush fires,

the AVV settlers

of spontaneous

and Prescott,

gradual

uncontrolled

effect

on

therefore,

suggest that there has been considerabblereductionin debility,which is the
generally

lower level

In addition
increased

land

to its
cultivation

inviatations

performance

statistical

caused by the parasite.

significance,

by 10 percent

for a period

communities
extending

of physical

not exceeding

more for
five

to more migrants;

however,

embracing

accommodate unsupervised

The positive

supportive

of the fact

group 25-45 years.
land cultivation
in that

Their
by three

age segment.

migrants

to a new land,

and initial

that

installation

land colonizers
participation
percent

costs

this

settlement
values

it

programme which can
of the age variable
active,

in the land colonization

family

reflect

the fact

heads had the capacity

with minimum impediments.

suggest

would need to be done in full

are economically

may also

has

in the

This would in itself

process

that

increased
they were not

as pioneering

to finance
In that

is also

being in the age

more than would have been the case if

In addition,
these

of stay variable

those who have stayed

years.

view of more dynamic and a more all
settlers.

the length

sense,

their

travel

the degree

to which earlier migrant provided information,temporaryhousing and financial
assistance for younger

siblings

and other family members who wished to follow has

been made very secure; thus creating positive influencefor the migrationprocess to
continue.
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The rainfalland education variableeffects are also quite important in terms of
their

levels

informal

of statistical

training

results.

given

significance.
to the AVV settlers

The increment

of 11 percent

would have been the case if
provide
likely

such a facility
to understand

new techniques

to the process

they were not educated,

to more rural

can lead

dwellers.

finally

to efficient

to highlight

education,

reinforces

in mean value

between means show that
with respect
labour

and also

significance
families

was raised

that

12 to 60 years)

that

is statistically
larger

family

the increased
friends

risk

Finally,

statistically.
estimating

particularly

will

migrants
larger

it

labour

did not;

Therefore,

force

The implication

as long as there

to experience

farm
of

that

(males

aged

a difference
here

of income sources

relocating

force,

is worth observing

than those
level.

different

for which the level

labour

that

using

of differences

have an average

a diversification

continue

Tests

farm income,

In particular,

and as long as people

the effect

that

of income is not

the influence

It could

of this

factor

be the reflection

is that
that

that
a

offests

is room to accommodate

can find

a parcel

unsupervised

be a reflection
risk,

operating

of land to

migrations

is the driving

force

behind

VI SUMMARY
AND CONCLUSIONS

the impact
migration

at 0.05 or 0.001

is trivial,

measured

of what is really
through

significant

either

of the statistical

a complex mechanismwith a coarsely

could also

titles

of relocation.

10 is prepared

factors

contrary

of Government.
that

no way implies

permits

to adopt

to which various

of farm size,

with

at the 0.001

force

the AVVareas

to the design

it

temporary

significant
labour

variables

perhaps

was 52 percent

and relatives

cultivate,

except

are more

able

of community are significantly

to 0.4 percent.

entertain

be better

Table

of common interest.

the two categories

category

settlers

use of the land.

to the major socioeconomic

and migrant

these

differencesin the extent

of variables

over what

the need to

If anything,

vagaries

the

the desired

of land cultivation

affect agriculturein the AVVand non-AVV settlements,
differences

especially

would seem to be yielding

and cope with weather

that

In order

In particular,

that

of weather

failure

a pull

push factors,

factor

and poor land
as such.

in
or

of

On the other

happening:

and not

substantially

difficulties

variable.

level

hand
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The study
like

undertaken

the traditional

particularly

here shows that

non-AVV villages

experience

the AVV ones experience

out-migration,
measured

there

is also

by income levels

migration

has direct

on the size

and structure

of heavy

in agricultural

production

as

Most moves in the AVV

than permanent

movement.

others,

In the communities

decline

are more temporary

over individual

influence

some of the cormunities

heavy out-migration

in-migration.

a corresponding

while

and the amount of land cultivated.

coammunities in particular
of family

on the whole,

as is also

the prevalence

In both types

of community, migration

of the labour

force,

including

its

age, sex, and occupationalcharacteristics;being positive for the AVV settlements
and negative for the non-AVV villages.
available
close

capital

relatives

employment

is

the negative

and friends

For the AVV communities,the influenceon the

impacts

of the indirect

as spontaneous

has not developed

migrants.

far enough to create

invitation

The fact
jobs

outside

extended

that

to

non-farm

the family

farm would

seem to suggest that the kind of technologycarried with the migrantsis lacking in
modernity.
For the non-AVV villages,the deteriorationin the land/manratio would seem to
be the major cause of out-migration. It is to be noted that the rural conditions
that

define

underdevelopment

and cause migration;

a lack

of land and capital

and the

use of traditionaltechniquesof production,resultingin low agriculturalyields
constitutethe major contrast betweenAVV and non-AVV settlements.
Overall, the dynamics of intra-rural

migration

in the OCP areas of Burkina Faso

are rooted not only in diseaseenvironmentdominatedperhaps by onchocerciasis,but
also in the level of agriculturaltechnology,soil type and above all rainfall
pattern. The very fact that migrants tend to be attracted to specific locationseven
writhin
suitable
writhout

the OCP areas

underscores

the fact

for the kind of rural
giving

attention

agriculture

to these

other

move further

away from what obtained

The problems

involved

isolated

basis.

an absorptive

not all

taking
factors,

during

that

for rural

place

perhaps

labour

lands are

in the region.

In deed,

development

may not

control

period.

the pre-onchocerciasis

the availability
agricultural

the reclaimed

agricultural

would need to be tackled,

To to extent
capacity

that

as a collectivity

of unfarmet
force,

there

arable
is

and not
land serves

the need to

on
as
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encourage

migration

into

favourable

policy

options.

In an attempt
that

because

explicit

to spell

the current

dispersal

long run create

areas.

out

That said,

certain

policy

AVV settlements

policy,

attempts

a failure

movememt of unskilled
there

these

we now turn attention

options,

are patterned

to isolate

labour

are manpower surpluses

is unlikely
in nearly

it is observed with emphasis
and structured

the unsupervised

out of the whole settlement

other

project.

parts

to favour

migrants

free

at this

of the country.

an

may in the

At least,

to have any major effect
all

to the likely

stage

since

What the

plannersneed to do perhaps is to redefine AVV scope to be more embracing of an
integratedrural development

programme rather

than its

current

scope of rural

populationdistributionor resettlementscheme which is less toleratingof
spontaneousmigrants. In essence, the polarizationof settlementsinto spontaneous
and supervisedstrategiesneed to be relaxed into some other forms of strategy

that

can accommodatethe former. The extent of migration from the plateauareas to the
river

valleys

alternatives

is determined
available

from the sending

regions

by the advantages

to potential

migrants.

is not necessarily

and disadvantages
In addition,
a resposne

of the different

being

spontaneous

to an organized

migrant

demand for

monpower. Hence in terms of policy instrumentspull factors would seem less
importantthan the push factors. As such, policiesand pratical measures for
settlementand socioeconomicdevelopmentmust tackle the migration issue at both the
sendingand receivingareas simultaneouslyin order to prevent spontaneousmigration
into the AVV settlements.
Experimentswith less orthodox tenure forms must be encouraged in order to
evolve systemswhich build on indigenoustenure arrangements. Long-termleasehold
arrangementsfor example, may providea greater degree of flexibilityin land
managementas comparedwith freehold tenure systems. Where economic efficiencycan
be ensured, group farming systems, public-sectorestates or privatelyowned estates
with

smallholder

systems

outgrowers

and technologies

could

be a good means to introduceefficient cropping

and simultaneously

satisfy

employment

and distribution

goals. For these to be effectiveall underutilizedlands need to be equipped with
basic infrastructure(e.g. roads and water supply sources).
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Although

the percentage

the 1977 lvel,
increasing

emphasis

should

be on raising

the amount of land in use.

the solution

because

degradation,

and erratic

not already
correct

land in the region

of arable

exist)

inputs

at

rise

rainfall

to other

problems

patterns.

The technology
proper

agronomic

the right

time.

In this

regard

it

yields

This is not

over

than on

in itself;

techniques

farming

of the main food crops;

sorghum,
it

soil

must be found

is important

have is what the entire

only essential

rather

such as deforestation,

through

currently

slightly

more land to grouw more food is not

yields

increase

groundnuts.

gives

Clearing

per hectare,

to raise

the AVV communities
to markedly

this

crop yiel

has increased

millet,

is a precondition

it

does

and the

to note

region

(if

that

what

needs:

efforts

maize,

and

for

reallocationof agriculturalland and labour to cash crops and other activities,
which could

raise

significantly

thet advantages

of using

rural

improved seed,

incomes.

If farmers

appropriate

plant

everywhere
spacing

could be shown

and the importance

of proper timing of plantingand weeding,output would grow. In addition, relatively
simple

measures

like

appropriate

can significantly

residue

ridging,

and mulching

with a ground cover or crop

reduce soil degradationand water loss. These are not new

discoveries;they are old techniqueswhich most farmersare still ignorantabout.
It would seem that the AVV plannershave not given explicit considerationto
employment
market.
still

for

the current

An assumption
carry

raLtios

settlers

frequently

on with agriculture,

children
held is
especially

as they mature

that

and enter

the dependents

as rural

populations

the labour

of the settlers

will

expand and land/man

in the settlementsdeteriorate. A more realisticplanningassumption should

be that some settlers,and many of their children,will seek livelihoodsin non-farm
employment.
off-farm

The problem

employment

then would be how to design

opportunities

to the present

settlements

and subsequent

to provide
generations

(a),

more

of rural

workers and (b), a wider range of social services to the settlementcommunitiesat a
reasonablecost. Both of these considerationscan be viewed in terms of the current
pattern and size of the AVV settlements. This is a research issue of great
importanceand can be pursuedusing the AVV communitiesas a case study.
Also, in order to avoid any intensificationin rural populationpressure in the
OCP areas, economic development,although difficultin the rural setting,
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particularly
establishment

in a region

where resources

of a weaving

industry

are limited

is the best

in the settlement

communities

option.

The

to make direct

use

of the cotton that is grown is quite obvious here. In this regard, one needs to
consider the relativeimportanceof agriculturaland non-agriculturaloccupationin
the settlementzones. Even at the current level of AVV developmentefforts, there is
very little in the form of non-agriculturalemploymentwhich can easily absorb the
second generationoffpringsof the settlers. Thus locatinga weaving factoryaround
the major cotton
will

also

provide

growing areas
the linkage

will

not

only absorb

for a complete

second

institutional

generation
system

settlers,

to support,

and provide credits,inputs and professionaladvice on close range.

but
market
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1. Onchocerciasis

or river

worm Onchocerca
blackfly
Volta

anyone of them.

J.F.H.

Remme and E.A.

blindnessis

Volvulus.

This

filarial

involving

Benin,

Burkina

Faso,

1974.

Because

the distribution

essentially
disease

Ghana,

concentrated
is commonly called

Soumbey.

a blinding

known as Simulium damosum.

River Basin area,

My special gratitudegoes to the

disease

worm is transmitted
The Onchocerciasis

the initial

Ivory

caused

Coast,

alongside

river

blindness.

through

Control

Mali,

the bite

countries

of

Niger and Togo, was launched
has an aquatic

fast

flowing

water

of a

Programme in the

seven West African

of the vector

in foci

by the parasitic

stage,

in

which in

courses,

the

2. Although the Sahel region has been experiencingvast shifts of populationfrom
rural areas toward the urban centres,it is importantto note that rural-rural
migrationis of more relevanceto onchocerciasis
migration.

control

than say,

In addition, it is relevant to the Socioeconomic

rural-urban

Edevelopment

Unit's

singularobjective,which is to try to show how this demographicfactor can help
rehabilitatethe OCP zone (see JPC, 1986).
3. Large differencesin endemicity levels, in infectionintensityand frequencyof
blindness
kilometers

can be found even between villages
apart.

These micro-epidemiological

that

are

gradients

located

only a few

are directly

functional

to the relativeproximityof human settlementsclose to fast flowingrivers and
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streams

in which the blackfly

seek the nearest
attack
other

source

by the vector
villages

communities

vector

of human blood.

serve

barriers

in the same direction,
at greater

have been classified

as either

4. Epidemiological

data also

"lst",

sexes in terms of onchocerciasis
than among females
and blindness

disease

to be more prevalent
that

is higher

the lenght

that

"2nd" or "3rd"
there

are

of exposure

observation,

usually
of

site

and the
in

communities

villages.

differences

between the two

infections

are more intense

Likewise,

in males than females.

among adults

the breeding

line

In males,

age-groups.

flies

the number of infections

Based on this

usually

female

are in the front-line

between

reducing

infection.

of corresponding

lesions

thus

distance.

show that

Swarms of adult

Villages

as effective

located

therefore

breeds.

the prevalence

Similar

studies

than the young ones.

is the major determinant

of eye
show the

It would seem
of onchocerciasis

infection.
5. Rain failure
Committee
drier

is

the major problem.

(JPC) report

than it

According

of 1986, rainfall

to the 1987 Joint

and the weather

was below average;

was in 1985, but much wetter

than the decade

Programme
was

1972-1982 and above

all, the period 1983-1984. It observes that although the Central and Eastern
sudan savanna regions had satisfactoryrainfall for agriculture,all the Guinea
savanna zones to the South were in deficitand throughout,the Western areas of
OCP, rainfallwas similar to that recorded during the decade of drought
(1972-1982),(JPC 1987).
6. In 1975 the presenceof large numbers of the blackfly was first observed in
certain

Programme zones

taken.

It became evident

treated

zone and were therefore,

several

zones of the Programma area

"reinvasion".
before

385.

The arrival

the first

7. The total

rains

figure

migrants.

that

the highly
these

only

flies

However,

checking

measures

places

then been referred

starts

outside
every

of the rainy

openly

on information

that

year in

even

season.

in the two AVV communities
declared

the

to as

with and sometimes

for a good part

heads

control

This phenomenon recurs

blackfly

interviewed

20 family

vector

came from breeding

and has since

of migrant

heads

effective

immigrants.

and conitnues

number of family

Of this

supervised

despite

add up to

they were not

from the kind of land title
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held
lands.

by a family
It is

head reveals

therefore

that

estimated

as many as 30 families
that

at

least

were not entitled

12 percent

(i.e.

50/385)

to AVV
of

familieswere spontaneousmigrants.
8. Ihe other possibilityis that the initial land holders have given portionsof the
title held to their adult male sons or other close relativeswho later on joined
in the migrationprocess. Althought settlerswere unwilling to give details about
land title, informationon this is based on the fact that certain familieshave
now split into two separatehouseholds
9. Strictly speaking,

settlers

within

instead

of one, as is required

the AVV settlement

they cultivate. Under Burkina Faso laws, title to all
project

areas

rights

similar

rests

with the state.

to that

in traditional

Settlers
systems

blocks

do not own the plots

lands

in the development

do, however,
operating

by law.

have a form of user

in the country

as a whole.
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TABLE.l

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMUNITIES IN THE SAt1PLE

COMMUNITIES

Ganzourougou

Bougouriba

Mou-Houn

Kossi

tMogtedo villages)l

(Diebougou villages)1

(Nokuy)2

(Barakuy)Z

Total Population
Number of families
Owner L;nd-operating famiiies

2,001

1,370

232
99.8

153
99.7

287
46
77.0

247
44
21.0

(percent)
(percent)
cultivators
Tenant
Average rainfall per year
Distancea from district capital (km)
Distance from provincial capital
Distance from national capital (kM)

0.2
920 mm

0.3
500 mm

23.0
650 m

19.0
600 mm

25

S

4

50

8

4

9
9
263

Educational facilities

293
Primary School

238

Primary School

non

non

Medical facilities
Frequency of bus service (per day)

Dispensary

Dispensary

non

non

non

non

non
non

Road connection
Electricity
Number of shops

110

25 km to all weather

Secondary route

non
One cooperative

non
One cooperative

Note: I. AVV villages settled by supervised migrants
2. Non-AVV villages.

Secondary route
non
non

Secondary route

TABLE 2.

Characteristics

Total

study

population

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY POPULATION

Number

Percent

3,905

100.0

Number

of

males

1,971

50.5

Number

of

females

1,934

49.5

AGE DISTRIBUTION
0 - 14 years

1,794

15.9

15 - 59 years

1,966

50.4

60+

years

145

3.7

LEVEL OF SCHOOLING
No schooling

3,113

Some schooling

79.7

792

20.3

481

12.3

638

16.4

RELATIONSHIP
Family

head

Spouse
Children
Other

2,376
kin

Non-kin

60.8

348

8.9

62

1.6

ACTIVITY
Crop

farmer

769

19.7

House

wife

793

20.3

Children
Other
Animal
Others

currently
dependents
breeder

in

school

306
1,961
10
66

7.5
50.2
0.3
1.7

TABLE 3.

BREAKDOWN OF THE STUDY POPULATION BY SEX AND MIGRATION STATUS

Total Population

Migrants

Number

Number

Non-migrants

COMMUNITIES/SEX
X

%

Number

X

ALL VILLAGES
Total

3,095

100.0

2,329

100.0

Male

1,971

50.5

1,158

49.7

S13

51.6

Female

1,934

49.5

1,171

50.3

763

48.4

1,576

100.0

MOGTEDO VILLAGES
Total

1,370

35.1

S1S

35.1

552

35.0

Male

694

17.8

422

18.1

272

17.2

Female

676

17.3

396

17.0

280

17.8

DIEBOUGOU VILLAGES
Total

2,001

51.2

57.2

668

42.4

MHale

1,011

25.9

691

29.6

320

20.3

990

25.3

642

27.6

348

22.1

Total

534

13.7

178

7.7

356

22.6

Hale

264

6.8

4B

2.0

218

13.8

Female

270

6.9

132

5.7

138

8.8

Femakle

1,333

1

DEDOUGDUVILLAGES

Note 1 : These villages have been grouped under that title for the purpose of analyses.

TABLE

4

PERCENTAGE
AND

AGE

DISTRIBUTION

CATEGORY

Broad

Lenght

of stay

OF MIGRANTS

OF MIGRANTS:

age

0 - 9

ALL

BY LENGHT

OF STAY

VILLAGES

segments

10 - 17

18 - 29

30 - 59

60 and

MALES

.N)
<1

86
year

327

312

366

55

1.0

0.6

1.1

0.7

0.1

5 years

5.4

6.6

4.1

4.2

0.4

6 -10 years

1.1

14.1

12.4

15.S

1.7

>

NA

7.2

9.7

11.3

2.5

I -

10 years

FEMALES

(N)
<1

70
year

263

355

416

55

0.7

0.9

1.9

0.7

0.1

5 years

4.5

3.8

10.8

4.2

0.7

6

-10 years

0.8

12.S

10.3

15.0

1.2

>

10 years

5.2

7.7

15.9

2.8

1 -

Note:

NA

Calculation
NA = not

excludes

applicable

124

cases

with

unknown

dates.

over

TABLE 5.

CROSSTABULATION OF fIGRANTS BY AGE GROUP AND PLACE O0 OREGiN iPERCENT)

AGE GROUP
Place of origin

0 - 9

10 - 17

1S - 29

30 - 59

60+

N=103)

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

0.5

From rural area in study province iNz964)

3.0

9.6

12.3

15.6

1.7

From urban area in another province (N=298)

0.7

3.4

4.0

4.5

0.4

From rural area in another province (N=760)

2.1

6.8

10.0

12.2

2.2

From another country iN-162)

0.6

1.1

0.7

4.6

Total (100.0%)

6.S

21.7

28.2

38.5

From urban area in study province

Note: C'omputation excludes 42 cases with unknown date and origin

4.8

TABLE 6:

DISTRIBUTION

OF MIGRANTS IN THE STUDY COMMUNITIES BY SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS

Distribution
Characteristics
Number

Percent

AGE AT ENTRY
<10
10 - 17

156

6.9

590

23.3

1S - 29

679

29.2

30 - 59

794

34.1

60 and over

110

4.7

2 329

100.0

Total
KIN TIE AT ENTRY
Hfead of family

391

16.8

Spouse

588

25.2

Children
Other

1,051
kin

241

Non-kin
Total

58
(excluding

unknown)

2,329

45.2
10.3
2.5
100.0

PLACE OF ORIGIN
From another

rural

community

from an urban community
From a rural
community
From an urban community
From another
Unknown
Total

country

in

in survey
in another
in another

study

area

province
province
province

964

41.4

103
760

4.4
32.6

298

12.5

162

7.0

42
2,329

1.8
100.0

TABLE 7: MlAJORAGRICULTURAL PRODUCE OF THE STUDY COMMUNITIES

Community

Mogtedo

Diebougou

Cot1:on (average production in kg)

2,200

2,200

na

Sorghum (average production in kg)

1,650

1,650

na

Millet (average production in kg)

1,700

1,700

na

350

350

na

Dedougou

Food andi cash crops:

Dried vegetables

taverage production in kg)

Animals (production per family):
Cattle

3.4

2.5

1.S

Sheep

3,5

2.9

2.2

Goats

5.0

4.0

4.5

Donkey

0.05

0.07

0.1

Note: na = estimate is not available

TABLE 8: MAJOR AGRICULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SURVEY AREAS

Survey areas
I T E M
M1ogtedo

Diebougou

Dedougou

Average farm size (hectares)

6.4

S.0

Minimum holding (hectares)

1.0

1.S

0.5

Maximum holding (hectares)

10.0

10.0

20.0

Cultivated land in subsistence crops (percentl'
3
Cotton production sold (percent)

29.7
80.7

20.0
80.7

S5.S
-

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

2

Average farm income per year (CFA francs)

165.064

229.893

3.8

129.309

Farms with income less than average (percent)

72.9

63.4

73.2

Proposition of farmers receiving extension service ipercent)3

83.7

92.6

12.7

19.5
142
60.0

24.4
472
60.0

207
-

502

532

207

AGRICULTURAL LABOUR
3
Area cultivated by means of animal traction tpercentl
4
Family farm labour (person-days)
Hired farm labour iperson-days)
Total farm labour (person-days)
Average family size (number)

8.9

8.6

-

5.9

Notes: 1. The percent of cultivated land in subsistence crops is the proposition of cultivated land in these
crops to the total cultivated land for each family, averaged over all families.
2. 1 USS = 283 CFA francs at the time of the survey.
3. Information was supplied by extension service resident representative in AVV villages.
4.

Computation is based on crops and type of farming taking place.

TABLE 9: EFFECTS OF SELECTED VARIABLES ON LAND CULTIVATION IN THE STUDY AREAS.

Selected

Logit

First

variables

coefficient

Derivativea

Tenure

- 0.44*

- 0.106

Rainfall pattern
High

0.027

- 0.17*

0.41

Low

- 0.24*

0.058

0.11

0.027

Lenght of stay

0.43*

0.104

Education

0.40*

0.096

Age

0.13*

Presence of blackfly

Constant
-2 log liikelihood
N
*

0.11

Hedium

0.031
-

4.536

-1060.923
1,593

P( 0.05

a Figures computed using bi p

II-p') where bi is the respective logit coefficient and pt

0.59.

TABLE 10. MZAN VALUES OF SELECTED VARIABLES FOR FAMILIES IN AVV AND NON-AVV VILLAGES

Variable

AVV

Non-AVV

Families

families

of differences in

fN = 380)

(N = 90)

mean valuea

7.2

Farm size (hectares)
Farm income (CFA francs)
Male labour force (persons)
Guest workers (temporary migrants)
Average farm labour (person-days)

at-test of pooled variance

3.8

129,309

Level of significance

. 050
.

400

27.8

4.3

.

001

4.3

3.8

.

050

197,478

266

207

. 001

APPtNDIX TABLE 1.

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MIGRANTS BY AGE GROUP AND LENGTH OF STAY: I1OGTEDO

Broad age segments
Length of stay
0-9

18-29

10-17

30-59

60 and over

Males
N
<1 year
1-5 years
6-10 years
>10 years

32
0.7
6.2
0.7
NA

121
0.7
7.7
5.0
15.6

112
0.5
3.3
5.0
17.9

127
1.0
5.0
3.8
20.3

26
0.2
0.2
0.5

Females

N
<1 year
1-5 years
6-10 years
>10 years

24
0.3
5.4
0.5
NA

81
4.6
6.1
9.9

106
2.0
8.3
5.6
11.0

160
1.3
5.9
5.4
28.3

21
0.3
1.0
0.6
3.6

APPENDIX TABLE 2. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

OF

ICIGRATS BY AGE GROUP AND LENGTH OF STAY: DEDOUGOU
Board

Length

of

0-9
.1ales
51

N
<1 year

1.0

1-5 years

5.0

6-10

1.5

years

>10 years

age

segments

stay

NA

10-17

18-29

200

30-59

221

185

0.6

60 and over

1.3

26

0.4

6.1

4.8

20.7

17.?

24.1

0.6

1.9

3.2

4.1

0.6

169

204

3.8

0.6

Females
N

42

201

20

<1 year

0.8

1.4

1.7

0.3

1-5 years

4.6

3.5

12.7

3.5

0.6

6-10

1.3

19.0

13.5

23.4

1.9

NA

2.7

4.1

4.4

0.6

years

>10 years

-

APPENDIX TABLE 3. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MIGRANTS BY AGE GROUP AND LENGHT OF STAY: DEDOUCOU

Board age segments
Lenght of stay
0-9

10-17

1-29

30-59

60 and over

6

15

-

2.2

18
2.2

3

<1 year

3
2.2

1-5 years

4.4

4.4

-

2.2

-

6-10 years

-

-

>10 years

NA

8.9

Nlales
N

2.2

-

-

31.2

33.3

45

55

6.8

Females
N

4

13

14

1.5

2.3

0.8

-

1.5

3.1

3.4

3.1

-

-

2.3

8.4

3.1

-

NA

3.1

15.2

35.1

<1 year

1.5

1-5 years
6-10 years
>10 years

10.6

